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Abstract

Neuro‒Baby is a totally new type of interactive performance system
which responds to the human voice with a computer‒generated baby
face and sound eﬀect. Emotin space model is employed to categolize the
feeling of the speaker. To recognize the human voice we used a nueural
network which has been taught the relationship between a set of
digitized wave patterns and the location of several emotion types in the
emotion space. The facial expression is systhesized continuously
according to the location which the neural network generates. The
ﬂexible design of NB is pollible by changing the facial design, the layout
in the emotion space, sensitiviity to the transition of the feelings or the
teaching pattern for the neural network.
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By networking NB's, we can enjoy a non‒verbal communication with each
other. Such a Networked NB's will help the mutual understanding,
absorption of cultural gap asa well as international cultural exchange
very much. The ﬁrst result will be demonstrated in 1995, by connecting
two NB's between Japan and USA. The networking issues concerning
such a systen is also addressed.

Introduction

A new creture has benn born!! This creature can libe and meaningfully
communicate with modern, urban people lide ourselves, people who are
overwhelmed, if not tortured be the relntless folw of information, and
whose peace of mind can only be found momentary human pleasures.
NB was born to oﬀer such pleasures. The name "NB" implies the "birth"
of a virtual creature, made possible by the recent development of
neurally based computer architectures. NB "lives" within a computer and
communicates with others through its responses to inﬂections in human
voice pattens. NB is reborn every time the computer is switch on. and it
departs when the computer is turned oﬀ. NB's logic pattens are modeled
after those of humans beings, which make it possible to simulate a wide
range of personality traits and reactions to life experiences. NB can be a
toy, or a lovely pet ‒ or it may develop greater intelligence and stimulate
one to challenge traditional meanings of the phrase "intelligent life." In
ancient times, people expressed their dreams of the future in the media
at hand, such as in novels, ﬁlms, and drawings. NB is a use of
contemporary media to express today's dream of a future being. [1]

System conﬁguration for Network Neuro‒
Baby with robotics hand
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Basic characteristic of Neuro‒Baby and its
interaction with the external world

If the speaker's tone is gentle and soothing, the baby in the monitor
smiles and responds with a pre‒recorded laughing voice. If the speaker's
voice is low or threatening, the baby responds with a sad or angry
expression and voice. If you try to chastise it. with a loud cough or
disapproving sound it becomes sad and starts crying. The baby also
sometimes responds to special events with a yawn, a hiccup, or a cry. If
the baby is ignored, it passes time by whistling, and responds with a
cheerful "Hi" once spoken to. The baby's responses appear very realistic,
and may become quite endearing once the speaker becomes skilled at
evoking the baby's emotions.
Figure 2. Figure3 shows the general model of the NB from human input
via recognition mapping R to a state in the emotion model, and then via
the expression mapping E to the output.
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Fig. 2. An assignment of the model faces

Fig. 3. Processing model of the NB

Customization and Learning of the
relationship between voice and emotion

The principle function of NB is to make a map describing emotional
responses evoked by voice input so that speakers can feel these
emotional responses naturally and comfortably. The emotional responses
are expressed by using x‒y axis coordinate shown in Figure 4. We call the
coordinate as an emotional model. A point (x,y) corresponds to an action
which NB performs to express his/her response. The coordnate of
emotional model has been changed by a neural network with a set
sampled data such as sadness, cheerfulness, anger and happiness.[2] NB
has several types of emotional models and speakers can select one
among them in accordance with speaker's characteristics. This selection
art.gsais.kyoto-u.ac.jp/index.j.html
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is dependent on ﬁrst input voice and reaction of handshaking machine. It
is a kind of customization and realizes more delicate responses.

Fig. 4.

Handshaking Device on Network Neuro‒Baby
Handshaking Device (HSD) is an interface device which speakers can
communicate with NB physically. The HSDs with NB are placed in Japan
and USA so that people can communicate each other physically with
HSDs through NB. The structure of HSD is shown in Figure 5. It can
make force sensation to an operator and measure force pressure by
pressure sensor. The HSD is assumed as a right hand and then the
operator can feel existence of human through the force sensation
generated by HSD, The other HSD is also grasped by other people.
Those HSDs can send and receive force sensation through information
network. The HSD is used as an input device to NB instead of Key‒Board
when the emotional model is customized. Figure 6 shows system
structure of HSD. The HSD is composed by 2 linear motors (AM20), and
position sensor and force sensor are implemented to measure force
from an operator. Those information are connected to a host computer
via transputer mother board and i860 through 20Mbps link The i86O is
used to real time control. The host computer is connected to a host
workstation (SSIO) to communicate wlth the other HSD through
information network (ATM and optical ﬁber).
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Fig. 5. Handshaking Device

Fig. 6. System of Handshaking Device

Active Eye Sensing System

Active Eye Sensing System for NB is used to get information about
speakers' face position so that NB can look at speakers. It means ﬁnding
the most similar face among ones in the camera image by using template
matching. In future it can recognize facial expression by understanding
images. Figure 7 shows the active eye sensing system. Each camera has
two servo motors and then get two‒degree‒of‒freedom such as yaw and
pitch. The stereo camera system can identify the pose of moving object.
The image is transformed into digital by Video Module and transferred to
Tracking Module through VMEbus. In the tracking module three frames
are stored and the motion between frames is estimated. These modules
are controlled by VME master transputer which also calculate the pose
of moving object. The pose information is used to control servo motors
and transferred to NB through the host PC.
art.gsais.kyoto-u.ac.jp/index.j.html
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Fig. 7. Active Eye Sensing System for Neuro Baby

Neuro‒Baby as Network Sensitive Agent

By networking, various new issues will happen. Since a network is subject
to error and delay, the compensation of these eﬀect is to be solved. Fore
"conventional" media as image and voice, many techniques for it
appeared in literature [3]. However, since networked NB is totally a new
application, there exist no technique for delay or error compensation.
Therefore, we developed new inter media and inter media
synchronization technique suitable for the handshaking. This technique
may also be used in general teleoperation systems, also a scaling
technique is considered because the network might be one with long
delay and severe packet loss.

Application:International Cultural Exchange

A networked NB can be used to help improving international cultural
exchange and absorbing the cultural gap by customizing the NB at each
site. Figure 8 shows two communication partners, one in Japan and one
in the U.S., communicating via two NB's. The NB in Japan is customized
for a Japanese user with appropriate recognition and expression
art.gsais.kyoto-u.ac.jp/index.j.html
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mapping, whereas the NB in the U.S. is customized for its user with
diﬀerent typical mappings. The NBs communicate their emotional state
over the network, which is then expressed to the individual user in both
countries in an understandable form with customized expression
mappings. A communication setup like this can help reduce cultural
diﬀerences between diﬀering ways of communication and expression of
feelings.

Fig. 8. Network based Neuro‒Baby

Demonstration

As shown in Figure 8, we use ATM test‒bed network from I.I.S. to the
gateway of SINET international circuit which is located in Chiba, Japan,
Then, SINET reaches to Stockton, CA. For the lind between Stockton and
Confernce site, we will use either dedicated line or NSFnet. The
demonstration for SIGGRAPH '95 includes all above characteristics of
the improved NB. Especially the demondtration of ineternational cultural
exchange will be exhibited. Communication will take place between the
SIGGRAPH site (Los Angels) and I.I.S. Univ. of Tokyo. Further it is to be
expected that during the yearly I.I.S. Univ. of Tokyo open house event a
large number of people will try to communicate with the NB.
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